Gastric tumor (GT) is associated with high morbidity and mortality, with surgery among the most effective treatment methods. Accurate interoperative determination of the tumor margin is crucial.

Methods: In this study, using internal extractive electrospray ionization-MS, mass spectral data of GT and gastric normal (GN) tissues from 36 patients were collected.

Results: In positive ion detection mode, the relative abundances of m/z 132, 147, 170, and 203 were obtained from loading plots. After receiver operating characteristic curve analysis, peaks at m/z 83 and 203 showed high accuracy for distinguishing GT from GN tissue. These two peaks were then preliminarily attributed to 5-aminoimidazole and serylproline, respectively, which might be useful molecular biomarkers associated with GT development.

Conclusion: Further investigations of the functions of 5-aminoimidazole and serylproline might provide a better understanding of the underlying mechanisms involved in GT.
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Introduction

Gastric tumor (GT) is associated with high morbidity and mortality, and has a five-year survival rate of approximately 20% globally and 60% in Japan. Surgery is the most effective treatment for gastric tumor. Identifying precise tumor margins during surgery is vital for obtaining confident resection and accurate prognosis, and minimizing healthy tissue loss. Currently, frozen-section histology is the gold standard method for determining tumor margins intraoperatively. However, this method has several disadvantages, including being time-consuming (taking 30–40 min), which significantly prolongs patient exposure to general anesthesia, and the diagnosis of the process being subjective. Therefore, a new and reliable diagnostic method is urgently required.

Metabolites are the end product of cellular regulation processes and their levels can be considered as the final response to other omics or environmental changes. Metabolites provide a better means of identifying disease biomarkers for diagnosis. Therefore, an in-depth understanding of the molecular mechanisms involved in tumor metabolic reprogramming can help discover new molecular diagnostic methods to
identify tumours.° Small molecular substances play a vital role in biological processes and are closely related to life activities. Small molecular substances are of increasing interest in the field of metabolomics, which aims to establish the metabolic responses of living systems to external or internal perturbations. Small molecular substances play an important role in cancer metabolic pathways, but traditional methods focus on proteins and nucleic acids rather than small molecular substances. Therefore, in this study, we discuss small molecular substances as potential biomarkers for discriminating GT using mass spectroscopy (MS). MS has advantages including rapid analysis, high sensitivity, low detection limits, and insufficient requirements for analyte-specific reagents.° MS is an effective method for analyzing complex mixtures. Internal extractive electrospray ionization-MS (iEESI-MS)° is a method that efficiently provides molecular information within the body volume and characterizes analytes distributed in three-dimensional volumes of different biological tissues.

In this study, we used MS to examine trace differences in the metabolism of small molecular substances between GT tissue and adjacent matched gastric normal (GN) tissue from 36 patients. The mass spectra of tissues were then classified using partial least squares (PLS) analysis. Key small molecular substances affecting the separation of these samples were identified and their specificity and sensitivity for discriminating GT and GN tissues were evaluated.

Materials And Methods
Sample Collection
This study was approved by the Medical Ethics Committee in the Hospital Institutional Review Board of the Affiliated Hospital of Guizhou Medical University and the Second Affiliated Hospital of Nanchang University. Written informed consent was obtained from all patients in this study. All clinical investigations were conducted according to the principles expressed in the Declaration of Helsinki. We enrolled 36 patients (as shown in Supplementary Table 1) with GT and their diagnosis were confirmed by pathological analysis. Samples from each patient consisted of GT tissue and matched GN (obtained 5 cm from the tumor margin). The tissue samples were cooled in liquid nitrogen within 5 min of collection by a trained surgeon, and then stored at −80 °C.

iEESI-MS Analysis
A small piece of gastric tissue was cut with a disposable sterile surgical blade and directly loaded into the source of the iEESI-MS instrument (as shown in Supplementary Figure 1). An electrospray of the tissue was formed when placed in a solvent and subjected to high pressure. The internal chemical analytes of the tissue samples were extracted and charged continuously using an ionizing solvent (methanol/water/acetic acid, 50:50:0.01 (v/v/v)), and transported by the infusion pump at a flow rate of 0.5 μL·min⁻¹ and high voltage of +4.5 kV. All MS spectra were collected using a linear trap quadrupole mass spectrometer (LTQ-XL, Thermo Scientific, San Jose, CA) equipped with homemade iEESI-MS ion sources. The LTQ instrument was operated in positive ion detection mode and mass spectra were acquired in the m/z range of 50–300. The capillary was heated to 150 °C, the capillary voltage was 35 V, and the tube lens voltage was set at 100 V. All other parameters were set at the default values of the instrument. A total of 72 samples were analyzed in this study, including 36 GT and 36 GN tissue samples. After MS, the tissue samples were collected and sent for histopathological examination to verify the MS results.

Data Analysis
PLS of the mass spectral data was performed using Matlab software (version 7.8, Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA). The iEESI-MS data obtained from human tissues were exported into Microsoft Excel and arranged according to m/z values with unit resolution as independent variables and using the relative abundance of the full scan mass (MS) fingerprints as dependent variables. All mass spectral data were treated as matrix X, with the rows and columns corresponding to sample cases and m/z value variables, respectively. All mass spectral data expressed by relative abundance were directly used for analysis. First, mass spectral data were normalized using standard normal variate transformations to correct for baseline shifts and global variation in signal intensities, GT and GN tissue data were analyzed by PLS, and key small molecular substances that had the most influence on the separation of sample classes were identified. Next, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves of four key analytes and the areas under the curve (AUC) of the ROCs were calculated using SPSS version 21.0 software (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA), and then used to assess the validity of the potential biomarkers and identify the optimized cut-off values. Data for continuous variables with normal distributions are presented as means and standard deviation (mean ± SD). Student’s t-test was used to compare mean values of two groups. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 21.0 software for Windows (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). Two-sided P values were calculated, and P ≤0.01 indicated a significant difference.
Results
Mass Spectral Data Of GT And GN Tissues
Internal analyte signals are captured when the ionized chemicals are inserted into a mass spectrometer. In positive ion mode, the mass range was set at 50–300 Da, the main peaks of GT tissues were observed at m/z 60.50, 83.33, 104.34, 132.30, 154.23, 170.27, 175.25, and 203.27, among others, while those of GN tissues were observed at m/z 55.32, 83.24, 99.22, 104.30, 132.25, 154.17, 175.13, and 203.17, among others (Figure 1).

PLS Analysis Of Mass Spectral Data Of GN And GT Tissues
The relative abundances of the mass spectral data were directly subjected to PLS analysis. A total of 72 sample database entries were included in the PLS score map, comprising 36 GT and 36 GN tissue samples. After PLS analysis, mass spectral data of GT and GN tissues were clearly distinguished based on the recorded spectra (Figure 2A and B). A three-dimensional model for distinguishing GT from GN tissues was established (Figure 2C). Peaks at m/z 55, 83, 99, 132, 147, 154, 170, 175, and 203 were differential analytes between the GT and GN tissues based on the loading score plots (Figure 2D).

Comparison Of Relative Abundances Of Differential Ions Between GT And GN Tissues
In GT tissue, the relative abundances of peaks at m/z 132, 147, 170, and 175 were increased, while those of peaks at m/z 55, 83, 154, and 203 were decreased (Figure 3). Five significantly differential ions, observed at m/z 55, 83, 154, 170, and 203, were identified (P≤0.01), indicating their involvement in discriminating the mass spectral data of GN and GT tissues. In contrast, the relative abundances of

Figure 1 Mass spectral data obtained from human (A) GT tissue and (B) GN tissue in positive ion mode.
the other four ions showed no significant differences between GN and GT tissues (Table 1).

**Performance Assessment Of Five Differential Small Molecular Substances To Discriminate GT From GN Tissues Using ROC**

The ROC curve is defined as a diagram of the specificity of test sensitivity as the Y coordinate, with (1–specificity) as the X coordinate. ROC analysis is an effective method for evaluating the quality or performance of the diagnostic test, and is widely used in clinical medicine to assess the performance of many clinical trials. The rigorous statistical evaluation of the edges of new diagnostic tumors that distinguish cancer from normal tissue is a prerequisite for application to clinical medicine. ROC analysis is usually applied in bioinformatics to assess the ability of biomarkers to differentiate between the presence or absence of a disease. In a diagnostic or prognostic test, AUC values of 0.5–0.7, 0.7–0.9, and >0.9 represent low, moderate, and high accuracy, respectively. In the ROC curve analysis to distinguish GT and GN tissues in this study, the areas under the curves (AUC) for m/z 55, 83, 154, 170, and 203 were 0.759, 0.910, 0.654, 0.631, and 0.895, respectively (Figure 4). Accordingly, m/z 83 and 203 showed high accuracy for distinguishing GT from GN tissues. By searching the Human Metabolic Database, m/z 83 and 203 were preliminarily attributed to 5-aminoimidazole and serylproline, respectively.

**Discussion**

GT is among the most common types of cancer and the third highest cause of cancer-related mortality in China. The prognosis of patients with gastric cancer is generally quite severe, with only 30% of patients surviving five years after diagnosis of stages I–III, decreasing to <5% for stage IV. Surgery remains a main method for treating gastric cancer, and is especially important for accurately defining the surgical margin during surgery.
Situ and near real-time identification of the tumor margins is very important to ensure radical tumor resection and minimize healthy tissue loss. Presently, tumor margins are established preoperatively by medical imaging and intraoperatively by frozen-section histology. Although frozen section analysis is the gold standard for tumor diagnosis and resection decision, this method has many shortcomings. First, histological methods cannot provide immediate results, usually taking at least 30–40 min. Second, the results are subjective because pathological diagnosis is based on the visual perception of morphological features.\(^4\)

MS analysis techniques have become commonly employed in the detection and discrimination of endogenous biomolecules in biological tissue.\(^17\) The application of these techniques is now common in clinical studies, with mass spectrometric detection of important pathological molecules having shown prospects in gastric cancer research, providing further insight into the molecular aspects of the disease and helping to identify potential biomarkers.\(^18\) Internal extractive electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (iEESI-MS) is an ambient mass spectrometry technique capable of rapid and in situ solvent extraction of internal chemicals from biological tissue without pretreatment. Intraoperative tissue analysis using

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ions</th>
<th>GN Tissue</th>
<th>GT Tissue</th>
<th>(P) Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m/(z) 55</td>
<td>4.2201±2.98403</td>
<td>1.6171±0.83914</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m/(z) 83</td>
<td>6.7747±2.73933</td>
<td>2.3720±1.29237</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m/(z) 99</td>
<td>2.9397±1.05814</td>
<td>2.9459±2.51033</td>
<td>0.987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m/(z) 132</td>
<td>3.2274±1.11977</td>
<td>3.9712±2.84454</td>
<td>0.085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m/(z) 147</td>
<td>2.5383±1.04119</td>
<td>2.9822±1.57324</td>
<td>0.106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m/(z) 154</td>
<td>4.5309±1.57689</td>
<td>3.7159±1.81654</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m/(z) 170</td>
<td>1.9143±0.62841</td>
<td>2.5455±0.62476</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m/(z) 175</td>
<td>3.9334±1.64525</td>
<td>4.1869±2.03711</td>
<td>0.460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m/(z) 203</td>
<td>3.4286±1.31031</td>
<td>1.6076±0.60353</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 Quantitative analysis of the relative abundances of differential ions: (A) m/\(z\) 55, (B) m/\(z\) 83, (C) m/\(z\) 99, (D) m/\(z\) 132, (E) m/\(z\) 147, (F) m/\(z\) 154, (G) m/\(z\) 170, (H) m/\(z\) 175, (I) m/\(z\) 203.
MS might be a new alternative to the standard frozen-section histology method. An important advantage of MS analysis is the objective capture of tissue bioinformatics. Many studies using mass spectrometry to identify biomarkers for the diagnosis of GT have been reported. Chang et al observed that human neutrophil peptides 1–3, which are considered to be potential biomarkers for the diagnosis and surveillance of gastric cancer, were overexpressed in gastric cancerous tissues using MALDI-TOF MS. Wang et al reported that fatty acid binding protein (FABP1) and fatty acid synthase (FASN) might be biomarkers for the detection of early gastric cancer. Furthermore, Kim et al showed that vitronectin, clusterin isoform 1, thrombospondin 1, and tyrosine-protein kinase SRMS could discriminate gastric cancer serum from the control.

In this study, we used iEESI-MS to analyze GT and GN tissues, and then applied PLS to distinguish the mass spectral data of these two tissue types based on trace differences in small molecular substances. PLS analysis showed that the mass spectral data of GT and GN tissues could be clearly distinguished based on peaks at m/z 55, 83, 154, 170, and 203. The AUCs for each ion were obtained for the discovery and validation sets. In a diagnostic or prognostic test, AUC values of 0.5–0.7, 0.7–0.9, and >0.9 represent low, moderate, and high accuracy, respectively. The AUC values at m/z 55, 83, 154, 170, and 203 were 0.759, 0.910, 0.654, 0.631, and 0.895, respectively. Therefore, m/z 83 and 203 showed high accuracy for distinguishing GT from GN tissues. By searching the Human Metabolic Database, m/z 83 and 203 were preliminarily attributed to 5-aminoimidazole and serylproline, respectively. 5-Aminoimidazole and serylproline are closely related to the cancer occurrence and development, while the metabolism of 5-aminoimidazole is closely related to purine metabolism. Serylproline is a dipeptide composed of serine and proline, with the former having been reported as essential for tumor growth, while that latter is closely related to energy metabolism in cancer cells and cancer metastasis. In this study, the relative abundances of 5-aminoimidazole and serylproline in GN and GT tissues were different, making them useful potential biomarkers for identifying GT tissue.

**Conclusion**

This study showed that iEESI-MS in combination with PLS can be used to successfully distinguish GT from GN tissues.
tissues. Furthermore, 5-aminoimidazole and serylproline were found to be useful potential molecular biomarkers associated with GT development. Further investigation of the functions of 5-aminoimidazole and serylproline might provide a better understanding of the underlying mechanisms involved in GT.
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